People’s Television Network, Inc
Broadcast Complex, Visayas Avenue, Diliman, Quezon City 1100
Telephone No. 3453-1097 /www.ptv.ph

BID BULLETIN NO. 5
1 July 2020
Supply, Delivery, Testing, Integration, Training and Commissioning of News Production
Editing System with Complete Accessories for the Mindanao Media Hub of the
People’s Television Network, Inc. (PTNI)
ITB NO. 2020-0014N
In response to a query, this Addendum is issued to modify or amend the bidding documents.
This shall form an integral part of the bidding documents.
Question
Response
Can you provide us network diagram/ SLD Kindly see the PROPOSED CENTRAL EDITING
for the interconnection of FOC and UTP for FOR NEWS on the TOR.
our reference?
What is your existing fiber? How many core?
The fiber network connection is at the TOC.
For news MMH you will be using 2cores single
node fiber optic.
Where will we base the quantity of UTP cable The quantity of UTP cables and connectors
cat6 since there are no indicated numbers of will be based on your network design.
nodes given in the TOR?
Do we need to provide the fiber optic cable Yes. you will need to provide the cable length
length also or fiber optic components alone?
as well as the quantity.
Please verify if the connection is from Editing Kindly see the PROPOSED CENTRAL EDITING
Room to TOC (for FOC and UTP)?
FOR NEWS on the TOR.
For electrical wirings and installation, for The quantity of electrical wirings and
what particular area is this scope? How many accessories will vary on the supplied
is the quantity?
equipment.
For Item 4 (Network Attached Storage (NAS)
may we know the following:
- Total memory capacity required?
- Type of HDD required SATA SSD or
SATA HDD?
- Total HDD usable capacity required?
- RAID configuration?
- Network connectivity to be used?
- If you have specific IOPS and
throughput requirement?
For item 16 can we offer other software
brand to replace Total FX5 like adobe
creative
cloud?

NAS, total no of memory capacity is 32Gb.
48TB total capacity SSD raid 6 configuration.

Yes you can offer any software brand as long it
is perpetual license and satisfy the minimum
requirement in the TOR.

People’s Television Network, Inc
Broadcast Complex, Visayas Avenue, Diliman, Quezon City 1100
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All other information in the Bidding Documents inconsistent with the above are hereby revised
accordingly. All other provisions which are not affected shall remain in effect.
For further guidance and information of all concerned.
Thank you.

(SGN)
JASON SHAHEER H. SALENDAB
Chairperson
Bids and Awards Committee

